Desk safe

STRONGCASE

Keep your valuable wristwatches safe and
present them attractively.

QUALITY

STRONGCASE

Sophisticated quality

Solid aluminium

Design, production, fitting and quality
control are carried out in Germany – this is
the only way to reach our high degree of
precision. 100% made in Germany.

A clear, accentuated alignment, wonderful
gap dimensions and offensive reinforcement of the lock and hinge characterise
the stunning design.

Exclusive reliability

Perfectly fitting wooden inserts

High-quality, fine materials and elaborate
details guarantee flawless and long-lasting
functioning and thus protection for your
valuables.

Your watches will rest securely on
hand-made wooden inserts made from,
for example, oiled walnut, smoked oak or
wenge.

FEATURES
Three-bolt lock
The stable safe lock works with seven tumblers and has a reinforced drill protection
plate made of hard manganese steel.

ACCESSORIES/
OPTIONS

Door safety catch

Set-up and fitting

Thanks to a special spring bearing, the
massive door can be opened and closed
pleasantly, precisely and smoothly.

Feet for your bath, boat or desk. A furniture screw joint for your bedside table,
cabinet or wardrobe, or a safe anchor for a
firm subsurface.

Perfect surface finish

Alternative uses

Subtle, elegant or modern. Select your
individual exterior colour and varnish for
your STRONGCASE, from matt to glossy.

External hard drives (running continuously),
jewellery, keys, credit cards, small handguns... Individual uses on request.

Size and weight

Family coat of arms/
company logo

The STRONGCASE weighs almost 18kg,
with a size of no more than 28.2 x 15.3 x
14.6 cm (LxWxH).

Individualised with your family coat of arms
or company logo. Logo caps, locks and
keyhole orifices can be gilded on request.

Built to last

Insurance

All mechanical pieces can be easily replaced and maintained, without any problems,
by a certified specialist workshop.

Our partners at ERGO or HISCOX can
insure your Strongcase and your treasures
easily and reliably against theft.

KEEP SAFE
AND PRESENT
ATTRACTIVELY

PARTNER PROGRAMME
For watchmakers

For presentation

For trade

STRONGCASE to deliver your masterpieces
in an extraordinary manner.

Use the STRONGCASE to present watches
in your display window.

As a registered trader, you can benefit from
attractive conditions.

STRONGCASE
is a company of OK Paula! UG

www.strongcase.de
kontakt@strongcase.de

